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This is a short paper that reports on two years of observation of snow gliding during
a field survey conducted near Gressoney (Italian Alps) from winter 2013-14 to 2014-
15. Snow gliding and glide avalanches are not a new threat, but the striking increase
in the frequency of damage they cause has pushed scientists to further investigate
the underlying physical processes, while for engineers and technicians in charge of ski
resorts and high-elevation infrastructures, they have been a growing source of concern.
Just for this season, a glide avalanche occurred in Crans Montana (Switzerland), killing
one patrolman (but the death toll could have been more significant).
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maggioni
Nota
Dear Christophe, thanks for your suggestions..We answer step by step with comments in the current PDF.
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This paper is interesting. After reading it, I was wondering why the authors did not
continue their field investigations over a longer time period, and why they submitted
this paper four years later. While the authors’ findings do not lead to a more accurate
picture of the physical processes, the site comparison shows disparate behaviours
and the diversity of explanatory factors. An interesting observation concerns the part
played by the interface between the ground and snow cover. When the ground’s upper
layers are saturated with liquid water, then ground resistance (to snow creeping and
gliding) is certainly much lower. As the authors state, little is known about this process.
Empirically, in a few ski resorts, the ground is drained, with a positive influence on
gliding rates. This has been, for instance, attempted in Saint-François-Longchamp
(Savoie, France), with success.

On the whole, I have little to criticize. In absolute terms, I would have preferred a longer
paper presenting several years of monitoring, but this may have not been possible.
So, a short paper is better than no paper at all. Here are my remarks, mostly of
editorial nature: 1) The paper is fairly well written, but in places, the English has to be
corrected and polished. I had to read sentences several times to understand what the
authors meant (e.g., p. 4, L38-39, “not like replications” -> the phrasing sounds a bit
strange and unnecessary as it says the same thing as “behaved differently”). Use of
acronyms should be limited to standard abbreviations. “Pista Nera” is easier to read
than PN. 2) Page 2: although liquid water is present in most documented cases of
snow gliding, it happens sometimes that dry snow covers also glide. This has been, for
instance, observed by Damien Margueritat in Chamonix/Le Brévent (Margueritat, D.,
Retour d’observations sur les plaques de reptation, Neige & Avalanches, 152, 18-22,
2016). On the same page, I am not sure that the partitioning into cold and warm events
is sound. On the one hand, these adjectives are borrowed from common language
(boiling water is warm, ice is cold), and scientifically they do not tell us much. On the
other hand, snow gliding arises from multiple scenarios, and to a large extent is history
dependent. I urge the authors to be more specific in their introduction. 3) Figures 4 to
7 are very difficult to read (use larger font sizes). The same holds for Fig. 9. The paper
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maggioni
Nota
To answer to your question about the short period for monitoring the test sites... it was a founding issue. And actually also the delay in time was related to that and the involved persons. The research was planned within the MRRTeam project, but after that, unfortunately, we were not supported again for continuing the research. In fact, we think that longer monitoring would produce more data to deepen the research questions. Moreover, we think that a collaboration between researchers with test sites all over the mountains would produce results which consider all the different driving factors (vegetation included). 

maggioni
Nota
Interesting as managing practice... does exist a reference about this experience? I did not find anything on the web. 

maggioni
Nota
We have tried to improve the English... if not good enough yet, we will pay a native speaker to improve it.

maggioni
Nota
Ok, we now limit the use of acronymous, if not standard.

maggioni
Nota
FROM THE TYPICAL AVALANCHE PROBLEMS (EAWS, 2018):...Glide snow avalanches can occur both with a cold dry snowpack and with a warm wet snowpack. ...Other authors (Dreier et al., 2016; Clarke and McClung, 1999) speak about warm and cold-temperature events. Maybe the term "temperature" should always be written instead of using only warm and cold......Fromm et al. (2018) divided into periods I and II, which indicate periods of rising and declining snowpack.We think it is interesting to check driving factors for those two scenarios.

maggioni
Nota
A dry snowpack can surely glide, but, to do that, liquid water should be present at its base. This is the definition of a cold event and I believe that to glide there should be liquid water at the snow soil interface...It was interesting to read the paper you suggested where you found two cases of gliding in case of cold snowpack until the base of the snow cover.I insert this citation in the Introduction...

maggioni
Nota
We've improved the figures, which we've changed also according to the suggestions of the other reviewer.
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could be accepted after some minor adjustment of the text and figures.

Christophe Ancey

Interactive comment on Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/nhess-
2019-114, 2019.
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